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1.

Introduction

You create a PSTricks figure with regions filled with various colors.

You add some lines over the colors.

Now you want to add some labels. You’d like these labels to block out the
lines.

label

This style allows you to do that.
Why do you need a style? Why not use \rput*? That blocks out the
lines, but it does so by creating a white rectangle that blocks the colors
too.
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label

You could change the background color of that rectangle, but if the rectangle includes regions with two or more colors, this approach can get pretty
complicated.
This style offers a simple solution. You use \rputover instead of \rput
and include all the objects you want to be covered by the text in the argument of \coverable, like so:
\usepackage{pstricks,rputover}
...
\begin{pspicture}(40,40)
...
\fboxsep=3pt
\rputover(25,17){label}%
\coverable{%
\psline[linestyle=dotted,linewidth=0.5](25,0)(25,23)(0,23)
}
...
\end{pspicture}
Note that
• % must follow every \rputover statement
• the separation around the label is determined by \fboxsep.
The style combines two ideas. The first idea, suggested by the StackExchange
user Werner on this page, is to use \psDefBoxNodes in pst-node.sty to get the
coordinates of the corners of the box occupied by each label. The second idea
is to use these coordinates and \psclip to remove the parts of the objects in the
argument of \coverable that overlap with the labels. The only subtlety in implementing this second idea is that we want to do a ‘reverse clip’: we want to keep
the areas outside the labels, not the ones inside.
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2.

Commands

\rputover has the same syntax as \rput. It should be immediately followed by %.
Example: \rputover{30}[br](0,10){label}%.
\coverable has a single argument, which consists of all the objects that are to be
covered by the objects that are arguments of \putover commands.
Example: \coverable{\psline(25,0)(25,23)(0,23)\pscircle(0,0){5}}
3.

History

Version 1.0, 2017.3.25 First version
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